
My name is Chad Kernutt, I live an Albany, Oregon, and I am strongly opposed to HB2015 and I urge you to vote NO on 
HB2015. We are a country of law and order. We do not reward criminals for breaking the law. Illegally entering this 
country is breaking laws and taking advantage of this country and it's citizens. No matter how much some of those in the 
legislature want to spin it, it is criminal and makes the illegal immigrant a criminal. How do we respond to this illegal 
behavior and lawlessness? We reward you with welfare, a paycheck, free food, free education for your kids, free medical 
(because we don't allow our hospitals to turn them away which floods our ER's making U.S. citizens wait longer and 
suffer), a free safety net/shield from law enforcement in sanctuary cities and states. All this great free stuff comes from 
the tax payers, it comes from my wallet. I'm not ok with my money being wasted on criminals who shouldn't be here or 
catered to, those who by passed the legal route and cheated law abiding immigrants and those waiting in line following 
the law doing it the right way. Those who are cheating the U.S. citizens out of there money and what there taxes should 
be going to. And now some geniuses want to reward these law breaking illegal immigrants with a drivers license which 
will also automatically sign them up to vote as well. This would be a great abuse of power by congress which seems to be 
in line with everything else unconstitutional that's been coming out of Oregon's legislature this year. Those who have 
illegally entered this country are criminals no matter how much the leftist elements in society want to sugar coat it, they 
do not deserve a damn thing. They are criminals and they need to return to their countries. They should not be 
pandered/catered to and rewarded with privileges. This kind of lawlessness and insanity is why President Trumps 
message is resonating, it's why the American people (citizens) put him in office. Maybe its time you guys start listening 
and thinking legally and constitutionally. Again I hope you guys will think rationally and with common sense and end this 
lawless ridiculous way of thinking, I urge you to vote NO on HB2015. Thank you. 
 
 


